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A summary of the investigation by Captain Hardin, USAF, and Dr. J. 
Allen Hynek, of the reported visual sightings of UFOs at Bismark, 
North Dakota and Blackhawk, South Dakota, on 5/6 August 1953. 

The initial incident which started the vrhole train of events was the sighting 
by Miss Phyllis Killian at about 2205 CST of an object which appeared in the 
southeast . The object appeared as a red ~owing light and when first sighted 
was stationary, but~ soon appeared to move . The movement was described as a 
long sweeping movement of some thirty degrees to the right, stopped momentarily, 
then shot s traight up, then moved to t he observers left and again returned to 
its original position. The object also appeared to change its color from red 
to green. It then moved again and either speed off to the north or its light 
went off giving that appearance. Mrs . Daughenbach, who saw the object simul
ta·neously, said at first "it's nothing but the red tower light." (There is an 
FM tower with a red obstruction light barely vi~ble from their porch.) 

Miss Killian next states that she saw an object directly overhead which moved 
very rapidly to the north. She was the only one who saw this object and it 
was the opinion of the investigating officer that this object was a meteor. 
She states, of course, ~' she know's meteors. 

At about that time she got into her car and went over to the Aldren farm. 
She went over after the object disappeared to pay a neighborly visit and tell 
them what she had seen. As she was talking to Mrs . Aldren it was the latter 
who sighted the third object (Refered to as object #2) . This object was very 
close to the horizon, was starlike and in the investigating officers opinion 
was the star Capella. 

The first sighting of Miss Killian was reported to the Rapid City Filter Center 
and since it appeared to be moving north, the message was relayed to the Bismark, 
North Dakota, GOC Filter Center. 

Shortly after receiving the message, the Sergeant on duty at Bismark (Sgt Harry) 
went out on the roof and shortly spottedfbur objects . Several volunteer 
observers were on duty in the GOC Filter Center, all of whom observed and 
described the lights. All descriptions seemed to reasonably coincide. The 
lights were visible in the Bismark, North Dakota area for a period of three hours 
and then just faded out. 

OBJECT #1 - Sgt Harry described object Ill as being at 264 degrees azimuth 
and o8 degrees elevation. It moved erratically up and down as much as one or 
two times the distance between the hori?.Ontal telephone wires. He insisted the 
motion was abrupt. When the object vras vrest of the Filter Center it hovered 
moving up and down . Mrs. Owens spent most~ her time watching this object and 
her evidence was essentially the same as that of Harry although she did not 
see it as soon. She maintained that in the western portion of the sky it would 
remain stationary, then hop up several degrees very quickly -- almost instataneously 

stop, move to the left and then swerve down in sort of a slanting motion, 
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repeating these maneuvers several times. This original western object dis
appeared sometime between midnight and 0100 hou~s. ~tr . Wilhelm was located 
at The CAA Control Tower. He gave the position of this object as 295 degrees 
azimuth and 13 degrees elevation. 

OBJECT ~~' #3, & #4 Just about midnight, the Filter Center people 
almost simultaneously saw other objects t o the east. Object # 2 was sighted 
at 0011 CST to the ~orth of east. At 0145 CST and 0147 CST two other objects 
toward the east were seen. Mr . Wilhelm stated that the object #2 was almost 
due north and at a 30 degree angle to t he horizon. Furthermore, Mr. Wilhelm 
s tated that he examined all the objects through binoculars and pointed out 
that though they resembled s tars, their motion and their color changes were 
such as to rule out this possibility. 

One other behavi or of the objects is worthy of mention, and it was pointed 
out r epeatedly. At the time of the passing of a C-124, the object #4 appeared 
t o blink in a sort of signaling way. It was most pronounced in #4, but they 
said it was taken up by #3 and #2, as though a wave had passed from #4 t o #2. 

CONCLUSION 

Object #1, which was low on the horizon in the west and disappeared between 
midnight and 0100 hours was the star Arcturus observed through a surface inversion. 
Arcturus was low on the horizon in the west and set at approximately 1220 at 298 
degrees azimuth •. 

Object //2 , which was first sighted a little north of east at 0011 CST, was 
the star Capell a observed through a surface inversion. At 0011 CST Capella 
was at 40 degrees azimuth and 15 degrees elevation. At 0200 CST Capell a was 
at 53 degrees azimuth and 30 degrees elevation, which agrees with the positions 
given by Sergeant Harr y and Mr. Wilhelm. 

Objects #3 and #4 were, with a high degree of probability, the planet Jupiter, 
and the star Betelgeuse, observed through a surface inversion. Jupiter's 
appar ent right ascens i on was 5.13 and its stellar magnitude was -1. 7 . At the 
time of the sighting Jupiter was low on the eastern horizon at approximatel y 
92 degrees azimuth. The star Betelgeuse at the time of the s ighting was also 
low on the eastern horizon at approximately 81 degrees azimuth. 

The initial incident sighted by Miss Killian, because of the 30 degrees of arc 
which it was r epor ted to have gone through, was possibly an aircraft. However , 
it i s my opinion that, the amount of apparent motion was overestimated and 
that this object was also t he star Arcturus observed through a surface inversion. 

Regarding the second object t hat Miss Killian observed it is my opinion, and the 
opinion of the investigating off icer, that this was nothi ng more than a meteor. 
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Any bright star twinkles when close to the horizon. When looking through a 
telescope one notices slight changes of position. 1fuen looking with the naked 
eye you will see variations in brightness and also changes of color . 

Needless to say, this flickering is not a phenomenon taking place on the star 
itself, but is explained in the same way as the scintillation of terrestrial 
light sources. The changes in position are caused by the curvature of the r ays 
in the striae of hot and cold air, both of which are always present in the 
atmosphere, and especially where a warm layer of air passes over a cold layer 
and air waves with eddies are formed. The changes in brightness arise from 
the fact that at the surface of the earth the irregularly deviated rays of 
light are concentrated at some places and sparsely distributed at others. The 
color changes are to be ascribed to the slight dispersion of the normal 
terrestrial ray curvature, so that the rays from the star travel along slightly 
different paths in the atmosphere , according to their color . For a star at 
a height of 10 degrees above the horizon we compute the distance between the 
violet and red rays t o be as much as 11 inches at a height of 1.25 miles and 
23 inches at 3 mi l es . 

Scintillation is least near the zenith; there, when the atmosphere is calm, 
one can only just see, now and then, a twinkling of the bright stars . The 
closer the stars are to the horizon, the more they scintillate , simply because 
we are then looking through a thicker layer of air, and therefore, through more 
striae . Color changes never occur, apparently, at elevations of more than 50 
degrees, but frequent ly below 35 degrees. The most beautiful scintillation 
of all i s that of the bright star Sirius, which is visible in the winter months 
rather low in the s ky. *** 

Normally the air is warmest at the surface of the earth and steadily gets 
colder at greater and greater heights. Sometimes this situation is reversed. 
The air may be warmer some distance above the ground. When such a temperature 
inversion occurs light going through the air bends in a peculiar way, so that 
the image is displaced far more than normally. The inversion may produce 
fuzzy or greatly distorted images, and when there ar e several l ayers of alter
nating hot and cold air, the effects may be spectacular. At the boundaries 
between the layers the distortion and displacement increase·greatly. A star 
or planet seen through such an atmosphere may display apparently violent motions, 
peculiar shapes, and fantastic color changes; light clouds drifting over the 
bright stars may increase this illusion of motion. **** 

*** Light and Colour in the Open Air, by M. Minnaert 

**** The World of Flying Saucers , by Doctors Donald H. Menzel & Lyle G. Boyd 
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---UNCLASSIFIED 

After 5 years of near~ continuous association with the investigation of 
the 

Unidentified Objects, during which time the handling o!jwork "r1y" the Air Force 

has "changed management" several times, I feel that there is some point in 

setting down some recommendations based on my experience. 

At the present time, three things stand out in my mind very clear~ lrl. th 

regard to the investigation of Unidentified Flying Objects. These ares 

(1) Confused state of public opinion regarding both the Unknown sightings 

and the attitude of the Air Force. The public has been repeatedly told 

that "there is nothing in UF0s" but at the same time, writers like Keyhoe 

stir their imaginations by repeatedly pointing out in one way or another •' 

that with one or two exceptions, there is no case on record of a bona fide 

Unknown having been taken off the Unknown list. That is, the public, 

through the efforts of such best-seller writers, is aware that "once an 

Unknown, always an Unknown.n This fact alone does not breed confidence in 

Air Force investigations. .A. case in point is the North-8emth Dakota sightings 

of August 1953. I should like to choose this case as a proto-type in the 

following two points. 

(2) In the Dakota case cited as a proto-type, we have an illustration of 

a weakness of the present defense set-up. Here was a case, among others, 

L& which " something" was around for three hours or so, and yet radar ob-

servations 1 visual observations, and attempted jet interception yielded 

nothing. When writers like Keyhoe get hold of this incident ( as someday 

they surely will) is not the public bound to ask "How is 1 t that our 

vaunted defense set-up can be baffled "r1y" a set of lights in the sky? 

DOWNGRADED AT 3 y 
UNCLASSJFIED DECLASSIFIED AFT~~R1JNmVAT..S; 
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Would our defense set-up likewise be baffled by an actual eneley' in the . sky 

that hovered around for three hours?" In short, it appears to me that 

whatever the stimulus may have been which gave rise to the convincingly 

large number of serious reports, the fact remains that a recognized Air 

Defense-Interception post was unable to cope with it. Should not the 

question be asked, "Why, after three hours of nearly continuous sightings, 

was the Air Defense Command unable to identify, intercept, or otherwise 

cope with the n event." That is, regardless of the original stimulus, . 

whether it was just a matter of renected lights, af balloons, of un-

identified aircraft, or of other cause, why, with the expensive and 

elaborate defense set-ups we have, was it not possible to say after a 
incident 

period of three hours that this/was caused by balloons, airdrart, lights, 

or something else? Is it too much to ask that a defense post which is 

alerted and has acceoss to unlmOft'Il objects for about three hours, ahould 

in that period of time be able to tell at least whether the objects were 

tangible? 

(3) lt appears to me that public interest in ".flying saucers" may be 

dormant but can be excited with small provocation. In view of the lack 

of public confidenae in official Air Force answers, it appears t,.e....me that 

were I an enemy about to launch anotmr Pearl Harbor, the smartest thing I 

could do would ·be to have lf1Y agents two days before the attack launch a 

host o.f .false flying saucer stories. Then, when the first bomb dropped, I 

feel sure that one-half of our population could easily be convinced that 

the bomb came, not from the enemy, but from extra-terrestial invaders, and 

our defense morale might be seriously weakened. One has only to think back 

to the ~anic of the Orsdn Welles Invasion From Mars to realize what a potent 

psychological weapon flying saucers could be in the hands of a clever enemy. 

UNCLASSIFIED. 
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0 All three of the above points seem to me to point out that the 

"flying saucer11 issue is not a dead issue, but a smoldering, potentially 

dangerous matter. It appears ~ that especially at the time of a 
J 

thorough lull in sightings, ·the time is J$:. for public education for two 

purposes a 

(a) To build confidence in our defense set-up and it's ability to 

cope with strange phenomena, and 

{b) To acquaint the public rlth the possible use of nylng saucers 

as a psychological weapon. fK 

There is no sense in being hush-hush about this since only the enemy 

can benefit. Personally, I believe the public should know that during July 

152, the military communications were jammed, mostly by" a lot of nonsense, 

and that this might happen again if they allowed themselves to become panic:;r. 

The best cure for panic is knowledge that (a) Unknowns are being studied to 

put them on the Known list, and (b) that our defenses are good. As proof 

of point (b), actual case histories of how the ~ Air Force detectives" go 

about, in Sgt. Friday fashion, in showing that something that was extremely 

puzzling and potentially fear-breeding, was unmasked. A case in point would 

be the investigation of the Monroe, Wisconsin incident, which turned out to 

· be Venus. 

During my five years tlf nearly continuous association 1fi th this work, I 

have, on a great many occasions, on trains, in public places, in dinner con-

versations, etc., ~ caaually introduced the topic in as off-hand a manner 

as possible, on~ to find that most people have definite opinions and that 

most people lack confidence in Air Force public relations regarding this matter, 

and in the P'{Ported so~utions. They do not believe that all can be explained 

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS · 
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by "Menzel mirages" nor do they believe that experienced pilots, control 

tower operators, and Ground Observation Corps personeJ.1, can be so easily 

fooled. The consensus among the public is, I would say, that the Air Force 

"knows all about it" but refuses to say anything. Ts this not precisely 

the psychological climate that would be a perfect set-up for possible ene~ 

use of a flYing saucer scare? The public reaction would be, I am almost 
all 

certain, "Well, here it is - the Air Force lmew along that this was a real 

danger, but tried to pass it off. Now here they are bombing us I" We can 

certainly handle ourselves in the face of a human enemy, but in the face of 
. 

an i:magined "super-human" enemy, our rlll to resist could be seriously imPal"ed, 

much to the delight of our human enemy •bat perpetrated the hoax. By the time 

the hoax was unmasked, the damage would certainly have been done. 

I would recommend therefore, that 

i) Selected "Unknowns" continue to be worked upon and due publicity 

be given them when a satisfactor,y solution is reached. 

ii) To make public the results of recent statistical investigations, 

pointing out that modern methods of statistical analysis do not reveal 

any significant P{tterns in the well-attested Unknown sightings, but, 

however, rlth the frank admission that a statistical analysis is only as 

good as the available data allow. 

iii) A popular, well"""'ftitten history of the flying saucer phenomena, and 

its investigation should be prepared to be is~ued, when and if the time 

appears appropriate. 

iv) .Announcement that the Air Force is interested in the phenomena which 

cause reports, on a scientific basis, and that even though such reports 

are baaed on mistaken identity, meteorological phenomena, or upon heretofore 

()" unknown natural or "unnatural" phenomena, the .Air Force is studying these 
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0 as being of interest in themselves, as indications of how people 

react, and how panic is propagated, so that perfectly natural 

phenomena, or even false stories about such phenomena, can not be 

used effectively by an enemy against us in lowering our defense 

morale. 
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Unidentified Object, Cont 1d: 

Ouestion #2-Continued- When the object moved up and down, it seemed as 
if a trai l of exhaust of a brighter color (red-orsnf~) would prevail for 
a few seconds, from the under side of the object when ascending· and from 
the top when descending. The object at this time also reminded me of 
l i~ht coming out of a porthole or something of that sort. Maybe, this 
part is something which my eyee could have tricked me on though. However, 
I usually pride myself on a good memory for details in everything I engage 
in and f eel very strongly that I actually did witness everything stated in 
this letter and the previous report. 

3. Question Three regarding talk with 1-fr. Wilhelm. 
a. When I called. Hr. 1Hlhelm I made this statement, as nearly as 

I can recall. " Mr. vlilhelm, Can you see ariy aircraft, balloons or any 
unusual object in the 1·Test or Southwest skiest Do you have any aircraft in 
~he area at this time? Any Balloons?"' At t his time l did not inform him 
of our al ert on the Object(s). (I had alread;r sighted the object from the 
Filter Center along "'i th 5 other people and I wanted to see if someone else 
'l!hom I felt highly capable like Mr. Wilhelm could or would see the same 
object as ,.,e had. In the interim period we had checked all availabl e con
tacts on '"eather and Weather Balloons and .~JJE<~~i1Jl~.t;f;.~4~<1~~~~-~''" 
~· By checking with the CAA and our own military Air Force Units we 
knew that there was no aircraft or balloon s · in the area.) Mr. \"lilhelm 
t hen said hP. would check and call me back. He called back in a few ~inutes 
and stated he did se~ a brightly lighted object moving at this time tather 
~J QJc•lY across the skies. I then told him the approximate position .. of the 
object in r elation to the object from the Filter Center. From us it was 
approximately 220 degrees and at an angle of about 35~0 deg rees at an 
altitude of 3-4 thousand feet. We then talked and agreed that we were both 
looking at the same object. During this time, the civilians and military 
were reporting the objects position to me anQ to the Direction Center. 
Mr. Wilhelm and myself conversed several ti~es during the r emainder of the 
evenil)6 on the object's pos i tion e.nd we (the Filter Centerl r eceived very 
fine cobperation from Mr. Wilhelm. I am enclosing a sketch of the relative 
positions of tl1e CAA Tat-Ter, The Filter Center and the pt\_itions of the Object. 

~ 
4. Question Four regarding movement of the object,s). 

a. When Object #l hove into view, it would have moved, according 

( 
o the scale y) ou set • ~~.M~~~\l.~"lT~B..U.~-~.~P~tl.,..Q;(.)Iq.':_"q.;;t~~ ~~4_~~t, .. ~ ,..f ~lfJ..!!,S.9JlQ,3 
5-10 approx. • However, once it nad established its pos1~10n to us in a 

general West or South,·lesterly direction from the Filter Center it moved 
lmore slowly. The other objectsmovP.d slower, generally speaking, except 
when moving up and down. Then, they moved erratically and would have spa nned 

Jthe distance behreen e~ !_i!}g.ur 1n abmtt a se.cond or less. The obj ects 
all moved into tne Bismarck area very quickly it seemed and then began themr ~
hovering antics in which they seemed to increase and decrease speed at will. 

5. (Actually this Cuestion 14- Regarding Reconstruction of the Phenomonen) 
a. I have thought this ques tion over an awful lot and can reach no 

concrete answer or give an intelligenisapposition. This was something that 
I have never seen before or since and is something that I can only classify 
in the "Flying SauceF- 11 category, with the e:Eception that the lii;hts if thats 

what they were, reminded me of portholes or of a moving train at night. 
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0 Uniden~ified Objects (Continued to Question #6) 

6, When the Object(s) were movi1~ most slowly and hovering. my 
knuckle ,.,ould have hidden it completel~~ for a matter of seconds. It 
did move erratically at times and when so doing it would seem to me now 
at this time that it did move up or dO\m the breadth of one or more 
fingers. Sometimes it seemed like a stea.dy movement and then it would 
spurt and definit~ly r everse d.irections to a small ext ent. 

?. I am firmly convinced that Mr. Wilhelm and I made simultaneous 
observations of at least the first and second objects and only a very 
short time beh•een the last two observations of objects. We had sighted 
the last three objects at almost exactly the same time as I \'H1S preparing to 
call him when he called us. I mentioned to him at the time that we should 
try to make the independent observations, keep track of the change in pos
itions and '-rhen the objects ceased to be under our surveillance we could 
then discuss the positions and see how closely insofar as time, ~i~tance 
size of object. weather aloft and directions of objects '"'e came to each 
other. 1ve correlated the information as best "'e could with the eq_u i_9ment 
and found that our separate. independent observations tallied very clos~ly 
\o:ith each other. yl::!..Q, ~R!l. tlH•.t.,,.&~-~~~~,eR}+~-:dl .. -d~~IIW.l~~~~JOll.~-: 
altitudes and possibly gather more information pertaining to the sightings. 
Here is why. _ _) .. _£1.rLJ®.:6.lfiL""li!-..r .. Q.:LW,Q.,.Jll;,':..,~s . in the top of the tarred roo:d 1 
was observing from here at the Center, L also lined my body up with other 
physical objects present such as power line poles, wires (the only things 
that could possibly have moved slightly), a brick chimney. the corner of 
a brick building end several features of other buildings in the surroundi~ 
area. --'I'be Qark~ ... Jl:.t.e.~, .. Q,~ •... t~e roof where I changed from one position 
to the other and the t imes can be correlated to prove the exact altitude, 
direction, angle of beari~ and other information, including the speed, 

• ,. ... -··"' •N' ·~· 

8• Insofar as the Weather and tempe~ature inversion records, I have 
no idea of their -whereabouts as I had never seen them at the C~A Tower. 
This F i lter ~enter maintains a constaPt picture of the weather from our 
Observation osts and these r eports are used strictly for tacti~al purposes. 
We only keep these reports at the most for one month, a~d in some instances 
only two weeks unless they pertain to ru1d offical Air Force alert or inter-' 
captions of aircraft. We did not however, have the Weather-& Temperature 
Inversion records, nor do \o!e have them no~r. Our posts are r equired only 
to call in pertinent information such as h~avy r~ins, sno,>~s, wind directio~1 .. ''· 

changes and speeds , etc. Hm.,ever, I have JUSt f1nished contacting the · . '"""-: 
:Bismarck 1·Teather :Bureau and ther have supplied me with this information' · · 
There wB.s an i vers ion on the 4tn, 5th, and 6th but none on· the 7th. 

5 August 5J at OJOOZ 
Surface Invers io~~iiilj·~$eun!ilii>lil1. ~lll'l''"•.,_.!',..R9'e181s•iii4. ~~~ · 

~ Surface ~L'emper~ re of_ Q.i.. degrees 'i2 b ~J. 
Top Temperatur of 72 degrees , ~'/!'' 

, . . :;:At4"1AU'@~Ut . ..,.,..?~ 

6 August 53 at OJOOZ 
Surface inversion ext ending to 1900 feet 

~ Surface t emperature of 66 degrees t, " 

~'I:. Top Tempera.ture of 69 degrees ;. 
4 August 5j-OJOOZ Surface inversion extendi~ tQ 1900 feet 

· Surface temperature of 62 degrees 
Top temperature of 68 degrees 
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<::) Unidentified Objects (Continued from Question #8) 

0 

I cannnt understand why Hr. \vilhelm could,'not locate the Weather 
Inversion records because I have just finished contacting the 1'/eather :Bur
eau and they stated that they have maintained their records up to date for 
the past 6 months and thB.t they are r~adily availe.ble. 

9. The objects sight~d were not aircraft, balloons, or stars in my 
·estimation because of the following reasons. 

a. They had nQ aerodynamic features such as visible structural ,materi&ll 
vapor trails, no sound connected with them, no exhaust trail such as a 
jet type aircraft would leave, the airborne characteristics were decidely 
different fro~ ¥BY I have ever witnessed. Nothing was noted to meke me 
believe ther~/Ianding lights or anything of that sort. And fi~ally, a~ far 
as the pos s i bll i ty of being an aircraft, there '"ere no known a1.rcraft 1.n 
this area at that time according to all 1Hlitary and Civilian records avail-
able to this unit. 

b. There were no balloons in the area at that time according to 
all records avalable to this Unit either. All weather balloons were down 
and accounted for at least two hours before the sightings. I have seen 
several airborne balloon both during the night and day and these objects 
resembled nothing of the sort. 

c. I do not believe they were stars, due to their erratic move
me~t. the speed with which they closed in on this area, and the activity 
which they accomplished while aloft. All this, when accompanied by the 
verification of twoother mili,ta.ry Airman and 3 civilians here at the Center 
lead me to believe that something of a completely unusual type wa.s up 
there. And also, the various stationary positions from which I watched 
t he progr ess of the Objects is enough to convince me that t~ese ~Qjects 

!!~~~a£!:-w~~~t~.~~~t~~,, t t t · - s a emen 
10. At one point in my original/I emphasized the point that I saw 

or thought I saw a type of pulsating signal from one _to the other of tbe 
three objects in the North, NE and East. I -believe~ I also mentioned 
in the r Pport, the presence of a US1W C-124 (Globemaster Carg o & Troop 
Ce.rrier) ,.,hich we.s entering the immediate vicinity of the objects. At 
this time, £prior to even kn011ring of the C-124 in the area, I not iced the 
puls ating signal which would last about 5 seconds, stop for approxima tely 
15-30 seconds and beg in again. This happened several times and was wit
nessed bdependently by 5 other people from vantage points in and around 
the Filter Center. These signals or ,.,.hatever they were lasted only until 
tlle C-124 was out of the aree.. Incidentally, the C-124 ere''·' was alerted 
to spot the objects but at that time, a cloud bank or mist of some type 
was forming iu the area. They did not see the objects because of this 
but we in turn could see both the C-124 and the objects ver,y clearly. 
The C-124 was approximately li-2 miles south of the objects at this time 
and flying 'lftest. The signals seemed to be of a red-orange to bluish green 
and white color combina tion. It was at this time that the objects began 
fading from our vision. 

ll. The objects disappeared by fading from view, I believe primarily 
to distance and secondari ly because of the light cloud bank coming in from 
the East. I do not believe they disappeared becasue the light went out. 
The only object of the group which I can truthfully. say vanished to e. com
bination of speAd and distance was Object #1 which disappeared over the 
horizon to the West-Northwest. 
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0 - Unidentified Objects (Continued to Question 12) 

12. Insofar as general appearance was concerned, the last three 
obj~cts sighted were alike, in general size and in the colors emitting 
from them. These last threo, were also the ones where I saw the pulsating 
light or lights. ObJect #1 was different in that I felt that it was 
closer and therefore seemed larger. No signal type lights were observed 
on this object. 

{ 

I ha.ve thought all t he known quantities over in the case of these 
obj ects and arrive at a not too unreasonable ans,.,er. The ans\•Ter is that 
these obj ects are Unknown, definitely and positively. The facts which "'e 

• have checked and double-checked seem to bear out this reasoning. I and 
the two military people involved in it here at this Center come to the 
same conclusion. That the objects sighted actually existed, tha t they 
"'ere not aircraft(as ,.,e know them), not stars and not balloons. However, 
vii th my limited knm.,l edge of the subject I could not se.y \'lhat they are. 

~
e thing does stand out in my mind though and that is, that little is~ 

KnOlofD of the Universe and i t t.,rould be possible for another world to rnak · 
chnical advancements much farther than our own civilization. However, 

on the more log ical side is the fact that there are several Unkno\m things 
r ight in our planet such as various types of weather phenomena and spec
ifically, the Temperature Inversion Type. I believe that the inversion, 
if anything could have some definite effect or bearing on the so called 
Flying Saucer Incidents. I believe that much more knowledge should be 
gleaned from the Inversion of Temperature studies and maybe before too 
long the answer will come out of it. I still maintain though that I saw 
what I saw and whether it were something from another planet or something 
stemming from t emperature inversion I s aw something which I had never aeen 
before and would really like to know the answer. ~ intend to keep this 
communication confidential and assume you will do likewise. However, if 
I may assist in any way at any time please contact me. I sincerely hope 
that I have helped in some small way to solve the riddle. 

Sincerely yours, 

"@~L/V' W~SL~Y 
S/Sgt, USAF 
Operations NCOIC 

P.S. I also would like to make it clear that this statement or r eport 
has no reflection on the military unit ! ' belong to and is, . in a large sense, 
my own viewpoint from what I believe was witnessed on the night in .question. 
To emphasize it a bit clearer, this is not an official USAF statement from 
Detachment f5, 4??3d Grd Obsr Sq, but is an opinion and a statement by one 
individual member of the unit. Thank you and good luck. it:_~ 
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Mrs. Phylli.e Killian, a GOO volunteer at Black Hawk, s. Dakota, called 1n to 

the Rapid Cit7 FUter Center that she had one unidentitied object aouth-east 

of her post. When firat noticed, the object glowed a bright red. The object 

then began to move to the west, changing color to green am getting greener . 
~ _11,.,.1 ~ ..:A-~ ~ yf ~ ? 

as the speed increased. Upon reaching a position directly south o{ Black Hawk, 
~ J&.:r ? -t (~ ~) 

--1 r v it stopped abruptly and. retumed,_east to the awroxima.te position 'Where 1t ... 

~ f rwl' ~ first noticed. Then it disappeared behind the r:ldgea ot hills to the south-·· 
~~ ~· ~ l..v "f. ~ ~. f...;t..,.. ~ ~~~ - -
~ ~· . east o! Bhek F.awk. ~<4-..<. ;e~ G{ ! _7 - r -
~~.? W/0 Bennett, controller on duty at the AC&W, received the report trom the 

r- ~ .Filter Center. When he got the report that the objaot was heading south p.~ 

~{I) 4)-<-

!cr: 1t ~J'fJ 
(/0 · 

~ -1f'd : 
~~ 

toward Rapid City (Black Hawk, pop. 7S, 1a 7 miles NNVf of Rapid City) he 

sent 3 airmen trom the radar site ou~ to look for it. They reported a light 

moving generall7 trom ~orth to south at a high rate ot speed. This light waa 
~ ~ ~ .:.r ~ .;:..... /'Or~ ,...,~ (.A( 

visible for 10 seconds. t9..f.! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- 1 
~ /'(} ~· 

At the same time, Bennett had 2 blips going south on the scope. lte could not 

get a decent track because of ground clutter 1n the area. 

An airborne F-84 "WU vectored into the area and after a search made visual 
I~""\ J)"' • 

~~,./' contact.. The F-84 was belli& veotored into a blip that.""" remaining atat101l81'1 

~ ~ ' about lS miles NE ot Black Hawk. Bennett believed the F-84 pilot aaw the 
~,. . 

target that was on the seope. Shortly after the Ts.l.l7 Ho by the pilot., the 

r 

t/ 

~Yr -}t 

0· tf· 

. p,c 

target started to move on a heading or about 320° magnetic (.305 TOC.) Four 

good blips were obtained. , Photos of this track were taken but the camera 

malfunctioned and the photos were useless. Tbe last blip occurred out at a 

distance of 70 miles. 

Stockham, ~h• F-84 pilot, had visuAl conta.at for 20 to 30 aeoonda. The 

object appeared to be OYer Piedmont s. Dak. when he first sighted it. It 

e ~ ~ ,/u,~~GRADED AT 3 YEAR INTER'\'ALS · 
-------- - ------· DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS. ' 

.UNCLASSIF~D DOD DIR 6200.10 
· :·~u.,r:. 
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seemed to be moving twice as fast as his F-84 or (he estimated) BOO mph. 

'l'he object was "brighter than the brlghteet star" he had e-n.r eeenJ a 

AJJ Stockham gaTe 'chase, the light etjuat dleatpeare4•" Now low on tuel, 

he broke off and returned to base. 

·, t ., 

;• .. 

There are 6 statements .t'rom ciVilians 1n the Black Hawk At,a. Of these, 
·;~ 

S stated that the object disappeared when the jet approached and re- · ' 

appeancl when the . jet lei't tbe area.- Two people said the light disappeared· .. 

and reappeared in exactl.7 the same posi tiona • Jlrs. lillian eU4 also that ·., 

the speed of the object indicated 1 t was trawlling about • 3 or 4 times as 

faat as the. jet inter,ceptor.• lfhile the jete were absent the light hovered, .. ------- - - - --- - ---=---------
glowing brlghtq " a tlam1ng red color, then dill1nish in _intensi~ and then 

/~A-!:~~-';,_j1 Cft(Jl ~ ~ 
glow bright}T again.• ~~ 1t ~~ / · 

tt. Needham, in. the seoond F•B41 took o!f • 

There was no blip on tbe scopes at the time. Needham was TeCtored to the 
Q~~~ ,..4. - ~ I J ) 

area on Killian's visual report. I · ,. 1 0 ~ · · • .' 

Several minutes later, Needham spotted an object. At the time· of detection 

he was "'n a course of 330° from Ellsworth AFB at 151 000 teet. The object 

was approx1ma.tel.7 .)0° to his right and appeared to be at a lower altitude. 

The object was a light of Tarying intensity and alternated from wh1 te to 

green 1n color. The object appeared to move apaemodieall.)r up and down ani 

then continue on i." previous couree. ·_, Dur1na the P\11\l;!lit Needham climbed 
• ~lt.%x_ 

from lS,OOO ;f-9,:26,000 and turned to a course of 360°. After being ateaey 
. :~;.;.:~:.~· .. : 

on .360 for a abort· time the radar look-on light of the A-4 gunsight came on 

and remained on. On 3601 the object was directl1' ahead ot his a/o but at 

a slight)¥ g:reater altitude. The object then appeared to mcmt rapidly to a 

much greater altitude and the light decreaaed rap1dl.7 in 1Dt.ena1v. Finally .. 
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0 
when he telt he was loosing ground, he broke ott the chase and was given 

a vector back to the base. . ... ' / · ~ 7 
rcrV~ ~. 

This chase ~ being carried on the radar acope back at the IDsworth 
F.,..,~ -4-v; .' 

AC&W. . Bennett was following both an unknown target and the F-84 • · Both 

were on a heading of 345 true course. The blip seemed to sUq about 5 to 
~ 

~~ · ; 8 I 10 miles ahead of the F-84. The chase continued until tho F• 4 was about 

., . . 

80 miles out. The target continued oft . the scope. Needham said the llght 

~~~ ~---d;finitely moved in relation to the stars. 

The F-84 was now on a 180° heading, returning to the base. The AC&W called 

to advise him of another UFO which had been reported (by whom?) to be 1n 
1 fi-. C- • the vicinity of' the base. needham went down to 17,000 to go under a cloud , 

lqer. After a few minutes he saw an alternating white and red light a few 

miles west ot 'the base. The light ctlJsag>eared1 re-appeared, and then dis

appeared completely. 'l'his object did not appear on the ACfill scope, but onl.7 

as a blip on thed.r height-finder indicator •t 8,000 feet. During this time 

the radar light 1D the a/o bllnkecl ott and on. Needham thought this indicated 

a malfunction ot his equipment. 

Appro1dmately f minutes later, Needham reached the field. Wl'len east ot the 

base on a heading of 330° the AC&W called to request that be attempt to take 

tJ1 ~ ~ _ gun camera pictures of the original object. After a short search he located 

~. / what appeared to be the original obJect aDd ehot 40 teet or tUm, none ot 

22a.3S 

22t42 

wh,.ch came out. Then he landed. 

Sgt. Ilarcy' of the. Bismarck Filter Center, · 220 miles NNE ot Rapid Oit;r, 

received a call from Bennett that UFOs were entering the Bismarck area of 

control. '·· 

- tl 
.Harry, on FUter Center root, spotted a well-lighted object moving at what 

Q a,.,.~~? seemed a high rate of speed approaching from 'the SW toward Bistnarok. The 

color ot 1he object changed from red-green to bluish white as Har17 sighted 

along power linea to detezmt.ne the objeot'• position and the taot. tmt it 

- -- - - -· - -
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? 
actually was moving. FiTe other Filter Center people came out on~ '7 

t:> roof and verified Harri•a obeenationa. ";;t;: ~ ~·~? 
PI-OJ~ . 

~·.u~- -<.H" ... • "'- !Aaaving the others to continue . obaenina1 lfan7 went inside and called the 

:V~ · . ( 'ln!ather bureau to check on· balloon launchillp. All balloons weN aaaounte4 
-. . . . 

for. 

2Ja20 Harry called Jack Wilhelm, CAA control tower operator at the Bismarck a.ir-

port, 5 mUes. 5. E of the Filter Cente_r. --:J ~~~,1 -a.; ~ 
0¥1J~- I ··~;• ,.....- • ~ --v~ After Harry gaTe altitude and azimuth positions, Hafr, located the object 

0 . 

t10tl5 

ooaLS 
00t47 

01109 

285 from his position. It resembled a bright star. He examined it with 
. . ~~ 

7 x 50 binoculars• establishing that this object was not a star. It bad 

a very definite color of bright ~·-ohanglnc to ,..now with oocuional 
~ a&Jtl. 4 ~-::e... tk .., ~ ~ ! 

flashes of red. 

By- this time another object bad been spotted by the FU ter eentA!r observers 

at 2.3 all. Wilhelm also observed this object at as. 7s<'. It appeared identioi:) 

· · with the first. The second object wu 'W&tch4td b7 Wilhelm £or 15 minutes, during 

which time it. moved once to the south. lfoet of -the time it waa motionleaa. 

Meanwhile, the first object changed poai tion, craduall;r disappearing from sight 

(both to 1U.lhelm a!¥i the r.¢. people) mcmna· to the northem horizon. 

First object diapppearecl. 

Two more ob~ecta were spotted 1n the north-east. These objects had mowment 

up and down and sideways, but these movementi'J did not cover a large area o~ sq. 

The color o! theae objects changed .from white to red to green. Three Filter 

Center observers stated that the color was greenish when the objects were 1D 

motion. 'l'be fourth object to &Pi' 8a.r was ot a more nddieh color than the others. 

A c-124 Globemaeter new Oftr Bismarck, weatboand a\ 81000 teet. 
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• t 

. As the aircraft new over, the object appearl.Dg ol.osest to it ( #4) 

. seemed to senti~;~t constant statio like signals 1n red and green. Th18 , . 
' . ·~.!.. .·~~~·:. ' • 1 • '.. . • ! 

"signal. ettoct""wu seen br Wilhelm, at ihe airport, and Harey, at the 

Filter Center. 

W ilhelm wu in radio contact w1 th the e-124. The arew waa instructed to 

look for th~ object. They aaw nothing. 

By this time a scattered cloud layer was beginning to move 1n over D1smarck. 

Objects faded into clouds. 
• 

No radar is available at Bismarck. All sighting& were visual. About 45 

) people in Biaman:k eallod in to the FUt&r Center to report the objects. 

Ec.x.ept !or a tevr scattered clouds, tl'a skies were CAVU, with "millions of 

stars", until Olt.)O. Winds aloft data indicate that the object• could not 

have been lree-d.ri!tiDg and maintain the coure• and posi tiona observed. 

star charts set for the t1mea ot observation ahOWJ that there 'Were no brigh\ 

ata:'s in the · positions where the objeete were observed. ·: 

' t 

'. ' 
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UNCLASSIF1Et1 August 1953 , 

SUBJECT: Report on Trip to Minneapolis, Mimlesota; Rapid City, South 
Dakota; and Denver 1 Colorado 

FACTS AND DISCUSSION: 

1. Cs.p:t-E.-J...--Ruppe-lt departed Dayton on 10 August 1953 for Rapid 
City AFB, South Dakota, to investigate a report of an unidentified flying 
object. A stop over vas made at Minneapolis to check flights ot Navy 
balloons. 

2. Mr. Kieth (Telephone Main 8158, Ext. 7052) was contacted at the ONR, 
Navy Balloon' Project, Physics Department, University of Minnesota. Balloon 
tracks f'rom all Navy projects for 5 and ·6 August 1953 were checked. No bal
loons were in the Rapid City, s. D., or Bismarck, N. D., area. A fligh1; vas 
launched at 1200 CST on 5 August but the load released and the balloon bag 
was lost shortly after launch. It vas considered impossible that this bal-

~ loon could have gone clear to Rapid City or Bismarck, however. Mr. Kieth 
also reported that CAA in Grand Island, Nebraska, found a downed balloon 
on 6 A st. It was not_ a Navy balloon, and they had no track on it. 

3. On 11 August, Capt John Bristol, Operations Officer of the 740th 
AC&W Squadron at Ellsworth AFB was contacted (Telephone 4940, Ext. 8254). 
Approximately two hours were spent reviewing the incident. 

4. ~~ Bennett, ~ontroller on duty at the time of the incident was 
interviewed. His account of the incident vas almost identical to that given 
in the ini:,tial TWX. He was on duty at 2005 MST when a Mrs. Phyllis Killian, 
a GOC post observer, called in an unidentified !lying obJect northeast of 
her post at Blackhawk, s. D. (Note: Sunset 1920 MST - twilight 33 min.) 

-She reported through the Rapid City Filter Center·. She reported that the 
object was stationary, then moved south toward Rapid City. wq_~n W/0 Bennett 

} 
got the report that. the reported obje_ct, or light, was heading toward Rapid 
City, he sent three airmen from the radar site to look for it. They re
ported@-J:~g~t moving from generally north to south at a high rate of speed. 
(See paragraph~or details on their observation) ·At this same time, W/0 
Bennett observed . o "blips" going south on the scope. He coUld not get a 
'decent track beca e' of ground clutter in the area. In a few minutes the 
GOC post in Blackhawk (Mrs. Killian) called in that the light was back in 
nearly its original position. An airborne F-84 was vectored into the area 
and after a search made visual contact. ~8Ll@.s being_y_~~-tC?.r..e.dJnt~.~-o-<~. a--
_''blip!.'~ that :was .. remaining. stationary ___ about _15 miles NE __ of .Blackhawk. ~ennett 

0 J . said he believed the F-84 pilot . saw_ t _arget that wa~ ... ~n -~h~~-s~~~. _Shortly 
\r"'~:t fl-after the

0
Tally Ho by __ the pil_ot .. ~~e -~get started to move on a heading of 

-" -. J _· o-, about 320 mag. Four "good" (Benett !s description) "blips" were obtained. 
IY1'~~'( •Photos of this :track were taken _but the camera malf'unctibned and the photos 

0 
'- were no good • . The last "blip" occurred at 70 Jliles and at this point the 

aircraft was returned to base. (This does not exactly correlate with the 
. pilot's report in paragraph .) DOWNGRADED , 

DECLASSIFig 1F~~-~ R1JNJtRJ' ALS: 
DOD DIR 6200.10 S.. 
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Mrs. Killian, the GOC observer 1 reported seeing the _airc;:a.:f:t and the · object._ 
Both were moving.. The object seemed to be out-distancing the F-84. As soon 
as the F-84 landed another F-84 took off for CAP. Just about the time it 
was airborne the Blackhawk GOC post (Mrs. Killian) called the .third time · 

1 

M J 
stating that the object was back again • . Noth~i,~S4;b~~e~,gQ~-r .. (.t_l;.t~F..$ ~ll.fiii:MI.~t~. ...... 
was possib~ a target in th~ .. tzro~~t-~9~~f~"~ . .t:_.:f.Slh~11<:"'\.'"~·V·~l;Q.t:.<'~.. ,..., . ....__ 

~it(\ 
~~~~~c_\m'":~~4g!Y~r~~":)-t··· ·~·$~i~6t~~·~;;riimgot'*Et~iii'it~··:a:c;· .. ta1··· ·<f~·~:A .. r.\~.It'·ih:re.' · i-d~.pt:<: ,~ .. a ....... 

· , tbr.;~ e<- t1ils · t ' " -n~nnett pic.ked ... ~. l;lpth .. ~ .. 1Jllkn:qwn ~t .. ~an.cl.~the..~~~4~ Both 
~ere~b1i~~.!ltii;:;~~n'U6\ft"360<Ji;.i!iii'gu'\!tfC~~iiit£4Ji~'"l;,_ ~ ,:·~u~o~· ~~y .' at:>~ut 5~ 

· ~~8,l!tl~.~h~ad ·:9-:e.;;!:-.":.~::.~. .. ~e chase continu:"cf"'iurtii' 'B.:u:c.L'~ \,~ 'uuoU't~'W"1R'les 
out 'tlle intercept wa·s broken off. The target continued off the scope. At 
this tiloo the Bismarck Filter Center was alerted to 1~9k for UFO • s • When 
the pilot S<?r back over . the base he saw another light ,\.see pilo~..Jl, f~port 
paragraph (- • ) This ·was not picked up on the PPI scope 'but ~ did 

\ get a return on the height finder equipment in the general direction of 
l:the light, . it was 8,000 .ft. At 0023 MST Bismarck began to call in reports. 

-:-These were covered in the '!'WXr 
-u .... vd-1' 

5. ~I;t-Stockham who was on the first CAP was interviewed next. He 
stated that he had been making passes at a B-36 north of Rapid City when 
GCI called and said they had a target west ot Rapid City. · He searched tor 
about twenty minutes west and south of Rapid City but saw nothing. He 
returned to base and was about to l~en he observed a light NW of

0
the bas~. 

He started out on a heading of 350°' ' etic, the object was high (30 - 45°) 
at 11 o'clock from him. He checked the possibility .of a reflection,and de
termined that this was not the cause. He continued his course keeping the 
object at 11 o'clock for a better view. After about 30 seconds it disappeared 

·then reappehred for another 30 seconds at the end of which it. abruptly faded 
and was not seen again. The object was silver in color and varied in intensity. 
It appeared to "pull away0 because it got smaller. The comment as. to size vas 
that it was "brighter than the brightest star I've ever seen". 

1k _JJ\ . 
6. ~ham, who flew the second CAP, was interviewed next. He stated 

that he took off and started to climb when GCI)s>J.d him that GOC had a light. 
He was north of Ellsworth AFB on a heading of j13oet- magnetic when he saw a 
light 30° to 40° to his right and level. He thought it was a star or planet 
but as he looked away it appeared to "jump" 15° to 20° in elevation. (Note: 
Due to the speed of the aircraft and the fact that the pilot was intent on 
identifying the object he vas not exactly sure. of his positions. All posi
tions are subject to some error.) The light seemed to be paralleling his 

. course. The first thing the pilot did was to check for reflections in the cock
pit (i.e. canopy, gunsight head, etc.) He was sure the light was no reflec
tion in the aircraft. The light, which the pilot estimated to be considerably 
brighter than a star changed intensity and changed in color from white to green. 
When the object was first sighted the aircraft was at 15,000 ft. The p~lot 
started to climb and the :light appeared to climb faster.. This was because 
the angle of elevation increased. He .climbed to 26,000 ft. All ·this time 

UNCLAS.SIFIE:O 
2 DOWNGRADED AT 

DECLASSIFIED XF~~~R INTERVALS.; 
DOD DTD . . 12 YEARS. 
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both t he radar blip of _ both the object and the aircraft vere . being carried . 
and the pilot vas talking to the controller on UHF. As the pilot turned 
int o the light on his initial sighting he turned on his radar gunsight. 
As he svung onto the target the vrning light came on. · No range vas ob
tained s i nce the sight starts to measure at about ~ ,000 yards. All this 
might indicat e was t hat something vas beyond 4,000 yards • . The light re
mained on until the chase vas broken off. After the chase, on the vay home 1 

~
he light blinked on and off se.veral t:hueS-indicating a possibf.e_maJ..t:.un_j:t !_on. 

Tiiesight was not checked by maintenance on return and had not been checked 
ince •. ~den--t-know. J · 

The F -84 chased the light for about t'i ~ minutes, or to about 80 miles 
north of the base. The light appeared to make .slow changes in color and 
intensity. The pi~~;Y!?».t . ~e _ li@ t d.~riri,i"E~J;~~~zy.t};..~~--~~ 
.t .. o~. After tiieliiterce~"'Bm~"'~e-- aircraft ··ret urned toward 
lio.se. · On the vay back the pilot ~d" t~ 8.n4._ could see the light over 
his shoulder. He finally quit looking to find the field • . 

About 20 miles out of base he got a visual on a similar light that 
changed t'rom red to vhi te. He ~s on a heading of 18o0 magnetic at 12 to 
14,000 f't·. and the light vas ·10 lov to the right. He thought it was a car 
going around curves in the hills but changed his mind vhen the red and vhite 

0 
. lights vere of _equal intensity. This target was in the ground. clutter of the 

.tJ r adar but something at 8,000 .ft. was picked up on the height :tinder radar • 
. :.J:-. _ The light slovly vent out then came back in. It seemed to be vest moving since 

.,yV' ~~ · aircraft vas kept on a constant heading and the angle of azimuth and elevation 
Y increased. The light vas first observed for 30 seconds, it faded, rea~ared, 

then faded again after 30 seconds. 

As the pilot came around the west side of the air base an~...HP. (north) 
the east side he saw another light and turned into it to tele~otos. (The 
photos were no good.) · 

the 

J,.JF~. The two airmen vho went outside the radar site to visually observe the o'b
~ect being carried on the scope were interrogated· next . ~ ~t~h~df'qu'e~-ti'On
naires cover their observations. They were '"take' outside the--t:adar'-buf lding 
and p'oin~ out vhat they ha4 seen. " " . ' ..... ,, 
~. · A visit vas made to the Weather Bureau Station at the Rapid City 

Munic ipal Airport to check veather and balloon launches (Note: the air base 
launches no balloons). The observer on duty looked up the balloon track for 
the balloon launched at 2000 MST on the 5th of August and it vent south from the 
Municipal Airport • . This puts it out of the area of the sighting. Data-on ., 
inversions vas not available as ·it had been forwarded to Asheville~--Q~)--¥ { .• ~ 

· (Note: The balloon tracks and veather for 2000 MST on 5 August 8~0-Ul.'d.~ "'-W> /vAl". 

requested from Asheville.) · 

10. No attempt vas made to contact the GOC observers at Blackhavk. They 

0 . rr.lhad been interrogated by base personnel and were "all excited". It was believed 
~· Capt Ruppe.lt 's talking to them vould only further excite them, needlessly j 

ThE\ir\stB.te~~e~are, in\the~orm\112 . ~ reu-~ll 4(t (.- l~ . ~ -~l..(.vt ;c; c ~ 

- --- ·ONCLASSIFIED DoWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS•' 
DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS. • 
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. tJ)r 11. No al tempt j s made to go to Bismarck, 11. D., since plane · and train 
~. connections· w~e bad and it would have required at least four more days of 

travel. Their \report,\ Form 112,, is being forwarded. · 
+ \.li\R 12. -On-20-A~st the lsrge-type. balloon tracks at Lowry vere checked. 

Two ba lloons (see tracks) were lost and could have been in the area at the 
t ime- of the sighting. 

~ .. _,_ . • I 

~"' l3. A few comments on the sources can be made: 
~;./ 

a. W~, Be'nnett,\ Obserter - This man left the impression that he was 
trying to prove the existence of a UFO. It is very unfortunate that no scope 
photos were available to collaborate his story. He saw targets on the scope, 
there is no doubt about it, but whether they acted exactly as he stated is 
unknown. 

b. The two airmen that went outside to observe the object that was 
being carried on radar and reported by the GOC were not sure of what they sav,/ / 
at least this is the impression they left. They were told to go out and look , 
tor a light so they saw one. Their description fits that of a meteor. They 
only saw a "streak" in the sky. They did not see it return north, only go 
south. , ·~ 

-r M. .tv ... ;.) r 
c. ~a.a only got a glimpse of a light so he could not add 

much. 
~

, o -f> 
II . (>) ,,., \ ' 

T~.;. ~ -· 
d. Lt--Ne.e.dbam. .gave the impression of being "on the ball". He obviously 

was trying to convince himself the light was a star, but was having difficulty. 
He took a realistic approach and had done some logical reasoning. He was 
worried about the fact · that the light moved relative to the_ stars. ··~f""""~;o!1;<!('~''"··· 
~ iiiCiPI ; ; lit WIA ·JCJ.~.~~~...,~t~~--~~""'~t'CM''lfot\t.~lf""~iM~,;~I 

e . All the sightings at Bismarck are doubtful. The AC&W Station 
call ed the Bismarck ~ilter Center and told them to "look for flying saucers", 
a perfect set up to see every star move around. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

I 
14. No definite conclusions can be made. By knocking out doubtful s ight

ings the only thing that can be reasonably assured is that a GOC ~ost observed • 
a light. This could have been a balloon or star. Radar picked up something in 
the general area of the GOC post observation and vectored an aircraft toward 
it. The pilot saw a light and took after it. He got a radar lock on but it 
could have been a malfunction of the sight. The star Capella is possibly (TTT) 
visible lov on the horizon to the north and the ~ilot could have seen this 
exce~t for the fact that he swears the light he sav moved relative to other 
stars. It might have been a balloon except that he would have caught up vi th 
a balloon very soon, in a minute or two. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

~u 15 . It is recommended that further study ot this incident be made by Dr. 
'. \., Hynek and A/lC Futch. 
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Tne following information ia ·· ver'Datim from the Military- Personnel Operatione . 
Lot; located in the llismarck Filter Center, !~to pertains. to the Various sight.ince 
of Unidentified Objects on 5-6 A~st 1953. 

"5 August 1953-A/lC Richard ll.J. Haugen on duty at 1600 hours.---Report 
on unidentified oojeet, received first call !rom VelTa obserTer. She hadn't 
seen it but a farmer at Bergen, N.D. had seen it, had called her, so she not
ified. Then I in turn called !-ir. Otto Jaden, Post Supervisor at :Bergen, N.D •• 
and asked him. He reported that it was round, very lar~e, and by the natural 
eye it looked white and through the glasses it looked red on top, white in the 
middle and red on the \ottom. ~ut, he said that it could haTe looked that way 
because of the sun shining on it. It was sighted at 0040Z and he could see it 
yet at OlOOZ. We got the 2nd call on it from Balfour, N.D. from Mr. Pete Weidler, 
the Ground Observer Supervisor, and he stated that it was round, sli~htly oblo~f 
white in color and only one oDject. It was moving very slowly, east-Southeast 
of Balfour/ ~here was no sound, it seemed to be just sitti~. It was seen constantl7 
from 0045Z to Oll5Z. The 3rd call was from Hr. l4el Alll\'1, Post 5upervisor at 
Drake , N.D. lie looked at it through? power "binoculars and its al.titud'3 ,.,as 
about 1500 feet. It was round. 6-8 f Mt in diaJ!leter, white in color <?.nd movi~ 
very slow. Re said that he wae sure it was a weat her lalloon. This information 
was ce~led into our Direction Center {GR.A.DY) as soon as I rec·~ ived it. The 
Duty Controller said it had lean identified aR a weather lalloon and that we 
would not have to send in any further reporta. (The followi~ info is the report 
on the oi jects sighted here at Bismarck and pertains directly to the Reports 
sent in l y the Center) 8 1 received a call from the Grady Controller at 0343Z. 
A bright shiniD€ object was flying Northwest ata wery fast rate of speed. It appeared 
red while travel~ slow and ~reenish when traveling faster. A Rapid City women 
noticed it first. Then a pilot from Grady sav it and tried chasi~ it but couldn't 
overtake it. It would ae coming up through A A area, so didn't notify posts or 
other personnel. Called ~illings and let them know as it proiably would come 
into their area. Grady called at o515 on· the unidentified olject. It was 70 miles 
south of Dickenson. 

Followin~ is the report logged iy Lt. C.W.Koontz.---- -Lt. Koontz was called. 
Off icer arrived 0528. Poeition of unidentified object now given l y Grady to le 
approx. 15 miles North of Rapid City. Flying no particular direction. Posts in 
~~ and Ci area alerted. Later expanded to parts of DB, Ei an EC. At o538 Grady 
~ave position in D~ area moving NF.. S/Sgt Harry at o)42 then sighted oaject at 
EB 0248. Reported as star like lbject moving erraticly lp a small r.adius at 2 to 
3 thousand f ee t. Verified by Ra~en. Dahl, Qwens. Mandigt~0nA~ o6lt another 
object was sighted ly S/Sf;t Harry and Lt. Koontz at approx. D 1754. 4 ain 
verified ~y Ha~en, Habl. ~tens. Mandi~o. At o648 call received from Art Wehr at 
Anamoose ••• reported s eeing otject at approx 0200 ? •• assumed by officer to De saae 
oiject as reported earlier by ~ergen. ~alfour and Drake. Mr. Wehr quite sure it 
was not a laloon. Upon calling DAA discovered all )alloona r&ile4 at 0400 z-
down at 0423, almost two hours after reports. At 0715 olject to west moied west 
then north and faded over the herizon. Reported ay Jack Wilhelm, CAA representatiTe 
to haTe left ~rail some-what like that of a sky-rocket. At 0?45. object reported 
at EB 2549 l y Owens, S/Sgt Harry, then verified ly Dahl and Lt. Koontz. At 0?4? 
object reported at Ei 2050. Verified ay Owens. S/Sgt Harry- Verified ly Dahl and 
Lt Koontz • . At 0850 Z all objects NE and E of Filter Center had !aded. People 
present duri~ olserTatione 1 Mrs Gert Dahl, Mrs Mike Owens, Mr ChArlie Mandico 
Lt. Ci Koontz, S/S~t Harry and A/lC Dick Ra:uijn• 

OWNc_nA 
DEc DED AT 

LASSIJi'IP.n 1 YEJA. R l"N 
: DOD DtR F'TRn 12. Y:'rE:ItV ALs. 

UNCLASSIFIED ~ ....... _ 52oo.lf) :EARs, • 
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DErACHHENT 15 
4773D GROUND OBSERVER SQUAilRON 

225i ]road~ay West 
~ismarck, North Dakota 

Dr. J. Allen Hynek 
Professor of Astronom~ 
~erson l1cMillin Observatory 
Ohi'o Sta t e University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 

Dear Dr. F.ynek; 

9 December 1953 

I received your letter which followed our phone conversation and will 
endesvor to as s ist by answering the specific queations included in the letter~ 
and also to eive any personal ideas or concepts which may assist you in the 
investigation of the ' henomonon. 

l.. Our offici.al log hook contains in narrative form the follm..r ing info
rmation: "Received call from Controller at OJ4JZ, ~ AU€ 53, that a bright, 
shining object was flying ID1 of Rapid City at a very fast rate of speed. 
Object 'llre.s then moving into the .Alfa .Alfa area of our Plotting board and 
b elieved to be penetrating the ]illings Filter Center area which lies ad
jacent to ours on the Wes t. vTe did not alert our post~ or call other personnel 
Bt t his time, however, we did .call Eillings and have. them be. especially ... ratc}l.o. 
ful. 1·/e were also told that an intercept attempt was made but n2. contact 
was made." The previous informa.tion was attested to by A/lC Richard E.J. 
Haugen pr i or to his contacting 2d Lt. Charles Koontz, our Detachment Commander, 
and myself. 

a • . A/lC Haugen, at 0515Z, received another call from the Controller 
and was told ' that th~ Obj ect was no~ about 70 miles South of Dickinson, N.D. 
at Grid position of~A 0655. He then called Lt. Koontz and myself and we arr
ived at 0523Z. The position of the obj 9ct ,,.as then g iven as 15 miles North 
of Rapid City.l \'/ e then alerted the Wes t-Southwest area of our plotting board1-t 
At 05J8Z, the Controller then stated that the object was now in DB 0052 and. 
moving tO\Y"ards :Bismarck. At this time I stepped out on top of tlie roof of the 
adjacent building and sighted the object which I made the initial report on. 

2. Quest i on #2 regarding "well light P. d object". 
a. The Object \.,ras " '"~: lllighted in this sense". That it definitely 

stood o~t. J.n._t..~-*~M>~~~J<~~~~~ji~~~\~~lf!}l~r:~~Rk·~~i~2.f~1 
tbe.,~~.a.nile . .a~~~"'A,t.Ar..S: nnt __ A.t,-_±..hA.. ,t~j,.JUA_ and because l tS CO.lO>- .,W3JL .. ~J;l.a:n~i.ri.v._ 

itft colo;r;;~~Jh~ngiJ~~fu~~;].~~;:n-rtwt~~1J~~~1I'fti~e·fPtib¥~~;Ji;J.~·fsh~~~11}t" 
white to a red-ora.ng;e or green combination. I might add right here, t~ -am slightly co~or Q~~~pn certa.in colors such as a blue-green or very close 

shad9s of r ed-green. Therefore, to isolate t :1e colors of any object, even 
clothing materials is difficult unless the colors are a distinct or a true 
color. I did see the colors mentioned at this time and also on the other 
objects. The object when maneuvering, which it seemed to do, reminded me in 
a \tay, of a darkened aircraft with li~ht shiJl~ ;;out from wi thine Also, 
when moving up and down or sidewaye, the light seeme~ecome brighter in 
intensity• 
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o - 74<YrH AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING SQUADRON 
Ellsworth Air Force Base 

South Dakota 

Dr. J. Allen Hynek 
Emerson McMillin Observatory 
Ohio State University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 

Dear Dr. Hynek 

17 December 1953 

This is in pursuance of our recent phone conversation and the letter 
which I received a very short _time ago. Only one other letter was found 

Jthat was sent by you and she stated that she may answer the letter but 
lwould need clarification as to where the letter came from and why it came 
from there. It was explained to her without divulging any information so 
it is very possible that she will answer. 

The questions you asked me in the letter have been answered here to 
the best of my ability and I sincerely hope that they will help you in 
finding the source and whatever they are. 

1. In ~ opinion the blips observed on the scope were definitely 
the same as those observed in the sky at the time, due to the 
first sighting. I made contact twice with them and on the second 
occasion f or about fifteen minutes at which time the aircraft 
were vectored toward them and had a Tally-Ho. 

2. In request for the total length of time that the object was on 
the scope, the first \las ab..QlljiJ~,,ma.~J:tl;§..§ ... as I got ten or eleven 
definite blips with the speed of the antenna set at six rpm per 
minute. The second time in which I had another aircraft scrambled 
for the object was the longest as I carried it on the scope for 
approximately~~ as it moved from the Northwest to 
East and then directly North on a heading of J6oo. A fighter 
pilot had a Tally-Ho on the object. It \lould move erraticly or 
seem to move north, stand still or with no movement. The pilot 
stated that it would move \lith an up and do\10 motion. I had the 

_ ~ ~ ·~ . __/pilot climb to 26,000 feet indicating 330 knots. He was then 
~ ·· ~bove the object and getting in position for a pounce when the 

object started on a climb ·to the north with an estimated speed 
,,.~ d a Peen; 1,~~~ hour and it then left the scope. The 

~~)~ speed was almost t\lice that of the F-84. The blips on the scope 
-----~ ~} sho\led up to be approxim:ltely the same size as those made by a 

~· ~ 

.. 

3. The only time I noted any difference in speed between the plane 
and the object was when the plane was in "poun6e" position and 
the o took off due nort ~-~~~~~ 
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o- 4. In reference to question foUr, a statement was made at the time 
of the sighting. The following is the statement: 

At 2005 MST, Mrs. Phyllis Killian of Black Hawk, South Dakota who 
was m~nning ~ post of the Rapid City Filter Center when she sighted an ob
ject which was bright red and very low at approximately four miles north 
east of Black Hawk. The object then made a pass over Rapid City at a 
very high note of speed and then returned baek over Rapid City to approxi
mately seven miles from where it was first sighted and continued to hover 
in one position. I had three men from the control room to t~e a look and 
all gave the same reply of seeing the object. The three men were S/Sgt 
Me Donald, S/Sgt Burgess and A/lC Phillips. The object was round, changing 
colors from bright red to Greenish Silver depending on speed. There was 
no sound that could be heard although they stated it looked like a "V" 
shaped vapor trail was following the object. · 

The m~neuverability of the object is very sharp in all directions, 
such as up and down and sideways. 

I had a Lt. John w. Stockham on Cap for the first sighting and vectored 
him to the direction where the object was sighted last and at approxim~tely 
f ifteen miles north east of Black Hawk, Lt. Stockham maie a sighting of 
the object. Upon trying to close in the object took off in a n~th west 
dirlection on a heading of about .320° at a high nate of speed. Lt. Stock
ham stated object was a bright silver color when last sighted. From the 

~ time t e first object was sighted until ob ect f was about thirt -fiv 
.minutes~ 2 2 ~ , • vid K. eedham was scrambled for CAP when re-
port came from Mrs. Killian at Black Hawk that an object was about seven 
miles from where other sighting was at a medium altitude with the same 
color and actions the same. Lt. Needham was flying at 26,000 when vectored 
to 270° to check report. At approximately 20 ·miles north east of Black 
Hawk, Lt. Needham gave a Tally-Ho on object at about fifteen angels. I 
gave Lt. Needham directions to intercept or get a visual but every time he 
came very close the object would go up or down on speeds up to where he 
would lose sight of the object. I had two blips on the scope which co
ordim.ted with the report from Lb. Needham which was moVing very fast. I 
vectored him to them and had the crew chief set up the camera to take photos 
of pictures of the scope. We had approximately fifteen ~li~ nfJJle object 
on a heading of 360° which Lt. Needham was trying to intercept out to 85 
miles. At that distance I turned the fighter around and we took thirteen 
pictures on the s cope. I called 54th FIS }~intenance to see if Lt. Need
ham had film in the gun camera to get an aerial picture and stated he had, 
so on his way back to home plate at about thirty miles from the station he 
sighted object again. Lt. Needham stated he had shot almost a complete 
rollof film of the object. Lt. Needham was brought back to the base and 
all GOC Filter Centers were alerted in the northern area, as that was the 
direction of the last sighting of the objects. 

At 0723Z, Bismark Filter Center gave a report of sighting object 
west of Bismark at a very low altitude with the same discription as the 
other sightings. The reports from Bismark Filter Center were all taken b,y 
T/Sgt. Reece. All people that have made sightings were instructed to make 
a personal statement as to what they saw in all respects. 

2 
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0 5. From my experience as a radar operator, I have tracked ballopns, 
aircraft, cars, trucks, etc., and have had experience with inter
ference from other radar sites but to the best of ~ knowledge 
and experience, I would definitely state that this was none of 
the above mentioned. I bad Maintenance check the equipment at 
the time and thene was normal function at the time of the sighting. 
The night was very clear at the time and I was not carrying any 
other aircraft on the scope so I do not think it is possible due 
to the direction and speed and erratical tracking that it would 
be an .echo from a jet or ground object. 

Any further assistance that may enable you to solve this problem 
will be willingly given. 

Sincerely, 

c----y£d oJ~~Q! 
~{~~ I. BENNETT 

WOJG USAF 

· . . 
' . 
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· "The College with a Future" 

71-tt ~tJf)J~. D 

SIDNEY J. LEE. DEAN 

RALPH WERNER. REGISTRAR January 14, 1954 

Dr. J. A. Hynek 
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Dr. Hynek: 

I contacted Col. Harold Barker of the North Dakota 
National Guard this afternoon about the matter we discussed. 
He will ask General Heber Edwards to make an investigation 
and .to report to you whether or not the National Guard might 
have been carrying on some type of experiment on the evening 
of August 5, 19531 which might have resulted in the phenomena 
that was r eported. 

I also contacted Ira Nelson, engineer for Radio Station 
KFYR, and he confirmed the visit that he had had with Captain 
Charles Hardin in the matter. According to Mr. Nelson, 
Leo Litt, an employee of Station KFYR had observed some unusual 
formations in the sky on the night of August 5, 1953. Mr. Nelson 
will have Leo Litt write out a statement describing what he saw and , 
wil1. have it sent to you. 

If I hear anything at all which may be of assistance to you 
in this matter, I shall let you know. I enjoyed meeting you end 
Captain Hardin and I hope I can have the pleasure of visiting 
wi th you again if you are ever in Bismarck. 

SJL:cm 

Siclney J • Lee, ean 
Bismarck Junior -College 
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Dr. J. A. Hynek 
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy 
Ohio st. u. 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Sir: 

January 26, 19 54 
P.O. Box 752 
Bismarck, No. Dak. 

It has been called to my att ent i on by Ivar Ne l son, chief 
Engineer of KFYR, Bismarck, No rth Dakota that you wi s hed 
a d esca;~~tion of the sighting of an un:M entified object ol! ot!.r~.s 
which waft visib l e t o the unaided eye on the night of Aug . 
4, and the morning of Aug. 5, 1953. 

The loca l a ir-raid;_; f il t e r center had sighted two objects 
on the evening of Aug. 4. On e appeared due West 'of the 
city of Bismarck and ano ther in the Northe as t. 

My first knowledge and sighting of these ob jects were 
at approximately 12:05 A. M. Aug. 5. As near as I could 
tell the one in the West a ppe ared to be directly due West ; 
and the other approximately 50 to 70 degre es No r th and East 
o:f due North _a s estimated at the KFYR transmitt er loca t ion, 
which is approximately 13 miles eas t of Bismarck, No . Dak. 

As to the desc r iption of these ob jects all thnt I c an say 
is tha t they appea red much brigh ter than most of the stars 
and at times a ppeared to take on a r a the r dull blueish t int. 

They appeared to move in the hea vens, but at a r ather a slow 
r ate and unl ess a person braced his head against some s tation
ary object to eliminate head movement i t would be hard to tell 
t ha t t hey were moving . 

The one in the We st eventu ally disappeared below the horizon 
and the one in the North-east gradually seemed to blend in 
wi th the r est of the stars until it wa s no longe r visible. 
The time of the last sighting of both objec tswa s about 1~0 A. M. 

I h@pe I have in some measure h~!ped in your research. 

_ _j 
Ver y z:;:_~--
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Mr. Sidney J. tee 1 Dean 
Bismarck Junior College 
7th And Avenue D. 
Bismarck, North Dakota ·, 

Dear Dean Lee J 
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Thank you for your letter of January 14th. I appreciate no 
end your interest. VIe are still puzzled by the phenomenon. 

·'· 

\•: ., ' 
. ot 

• . 
.. , 

I am particularly interested 1ri the National Guard possibility, 

.-. 

. 
. · . . 

1
;1''i, 

' ' 
'·.,· 

·. ·. , '· 

and like-lrl.se in the possible additional testimony of Mr. Litt. This .- .. 
will be important corroborative information. Would you be kind enough . 
to ask him to be sure to include compass angles and elevation angles 
arxi tiloos of sighting a. ..... ' .. 

"' ' ·. ·. 
~.-~ . 

•' :,;'I ' I , 

· .. .. . 

I would also appreciate it if you would casually mention this 
phenomonon to responsible people ot your acquaintance. It is barely 
possible that one of them .may know the answer. Tlwlldng you again 

· ·for your .interest, I am, · . 
•' • ,I 

·. 

jab/jg ·0· · ·. 
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Sincerely'· yours, . ' ':. 

•. 

' . . 
t ·.- · - ~ : • I 

_, - ·· · J. Allen Hynek, 
<·.-:· , 0 Profeasot ot Aatron0!117. 
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.. , · .. 
}s!r . Leo R. Litt · : .. · 
P.o. Box .762 . . 
Bis:ns.rok, North Dakota ·. · · :· 

Dear Mr. L1ttJ 

; . \ 

. ... - '·. 
... : ~ \ , ,, . 

•• -~ • • '. ~ ;_ • ·:· ~ ,.• JL. 

\ . : l ••• 

. . · . .. ~···.<~ :: .~:; : .... :· ; ... > ..... 
.. :'-\,• .. i . 

': . . ·: ." . . .. :. \ "" ; 

.... · : · .·· . ~ . · · ·., :· ·· . 4 February 1954 . ' . ,.. . . • -' . 

. ~ .. ) ·' 

. . 
·. 

. . .. 
... ··· . ·. ·.· 

'. ·. 

'' 
•·• J' • ' 

Thank you for your letter of 26 January. Your observations 
are of particular value to uB einco they were made at a considerable 
distanoe from the other&. 

Do you remember tho passage oi' a C-124 type alrora£t f.'rom 
east to west, after olaOO ? If so, ~uld y~u be kind onou~h to d~aw 
a skotoh of your pos1t1on relative to tho Filter Center, giving anr,les 
td the objects (~gles along the horiton and also vertical angles). In 
any oase, however, ~ would appreciate tho sketoh r,iving the approximate. 
track of the objeots and the duration or tho sit;hticg. 

. . 
' 

· ·.; 

.. ,' • I ' ,• 

. _. 

· . 
" ' 

... 
' We arc also int~rcsted in tho motion or these objects across · ' 

the oky. I should lik~ to ask you to think caok to the oooasion and ·· 
pretond that ror eaoh object you hold your hand out-stretched at arm's 

•, 

,. 

loogth, fingors spread apart, so that tl'}o lower knuoklo or your middle . . . 
finger was centered on oneh objaot, in turn. Now then, when eaoh objeot . .. 
was moving it's fastest, how long would you say it would have taken it 

,, ·. \ 

· to mavo to the next f1ngerT Less than a sooondt Loss than a minute? 
How long would it have taken to move aoroea tho entire span ot your hand? 

What, in your mind, ~ould bo the strongest arguments that these 
objGots wore not aircraft, stars, or balloonst .· 

Those or ua ~o are pursuing this 1nvest1~at1on certainly 
appreciate your cooperation and interest 1n tb1a .mattor. Hoping to bear 
from you at· your early oonvenienae• I am, 

· : • I ., . 
'· ' 
. , ...... 
·. . :: ;. 

....... · ... 
.. -·, 

. ~ . . .~-.. --;::. .. 
. '\; .. ~> : :' 

· . ..... . 
··.· . . , ' .. : ... 

· · · verv truly youra, 

• ~I '- • I 
~ 0 • I I I l 

. ' . 
•·'. ·. . ' ... f •• 

• •• -·· • .' -·· . :· . t 

. ... 

' . 

. . J~ Aflen Hynek, 
i ·_ :· Professor ot AatronOJIV 

. :• I 

·~: .. 

: • 1 ..... 

I •' 

·.: .. ,· ·" .. . .. 
';.· ... · .·. . , .... 

.. ' ,. . 
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DECLASSIFIED AFT~~P. JNyTERV A.T.Sf 
DOD. DIB a200.1~'"' liA.RS. 

An account of the investigation by Capt. Chas. Hardin, USAF, and 
J. A· Hynek, of the reported visual/radar sightings of Unidentified 
Objects at Bismarck, N. Dakota and Black Hawk, s. Da.Jtota, on 5/6 Aug. 53· 

We arrived in Bismarck at about 1900C, 12 January 1954, where Sgt. 

Wesley Harry of the Bismarck Filter Center met us. Within 20 minutes we 

were at the Filter Center and had been offered a cup of coffee. We first 

examined the original logs of the incident, and Sgt. Harry pointed out 

that the Filter Center was first alerted at 0515g 5 August 1953, that an ... 
""'::::. 

object was about 70 miles south of Dickinson, N. Dak. At 0523g another 

call came in stating that an object was 15 miles north of Rapid City. At 

0538! a call carne in that an object was just south of Almont. At 0542g, 

or 2342CST, Sgt. Harry sighted an object from the Filter Center roof. He 

had gone out on the roof to look toward the SW to see if he could see any-

thing of the reported object. 

Re; Fig. # 1. Sgt. Harry's description of the object has been treated 

many times in the reports and so I asked him primari~ about motions. For-

tunately he had power lines near by and as soon as the object appeared he 

checked his position on the roof by marking points around his shoes. The 

motion of the object was described as indicated on photos # 1 and 2. He 

stated that this represents the mean motion of the object, but that in be-

tween it moved erratically up and down as much as one or two times the dis-

tance between the horizontal telephone wires. He insisted the motion was 

abrupt. Apparently it came in rather rapidly, but when it got west of the 

Filter Center it hovered, moving up and down. 

Mrs. Owens spent most of her time watching this object and her evidence 

was essentially the same as that of Harry although she did not see it as soon. 
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She maintained that . in the western part of the sky it would remain stationary, 

then hop up several degrees very quickly -- almost instantaneously -- stop, 

move to the l eft and then ~erve down i n sort of a slanting moti on, r epeating 

these maneuvers many times. By this time everybody at the Filter Center was 
1\ 

very excited and, as they said, shaking, because they had,the feeling that 

IJ somebody was watching them. 

This original western object disappeared sometime between midnight 

and one a.m. Just about midnight, however, the Filter Center people almost 

simultaneous~ saw other objects to the east. Object # 2 was sighted at 

06113 to the north of east. At 0745g and 07473 two other objects toward the 

~ast were seen. The plots of these objects are given on photos 3 and 4. The 
r 

best drawing of the positions and motions of the objects comes from Sgt. Harry 

and is included as Fig. 6A. 

Mr. Wilhelm was located at the CAA Control Tower, 2! air miles away 

such that the Filter Center had a bearing of 321° from the tower. He saw all 

4 objects also, but not exactly in the same positions. Since there was a 

chance here of getting a fix on these objects, we spent a fair amount of time 

having Sgt. Harry and Mr. Wilhelm sight the remembered pol?itions of the objects 

at the time a C-124 Globemaster came by at approximately 080Qg. This estab

lishes a point in time, and Fig. 2 and 4 show the position of the object at 

the time of the passage of the C-124• Object # 1 in Fig. 2 is denoted by the 

11x11 • HaJ:Ty stated that the bearing of object# 1 was 264° at an 08° altitude. 

Wilhelm gave the position of the object as 295° and 13° altitude. The altitudes 

do not check, but the bearings place the object about a mile and a half west of 

the Filter Center. If one adopts a mean value of altitude, the fix places it 

at 3i miles from the airport and 1~ miles from the Filter Center. The motion 

over a good number of degrees, the apparently close position, and the many 

DOWNGRADED AT 3 ¥.s:\H '.'\'f !:'l/l · _,.,_ 
changes of color would appear to rule out a star. DECLASSIFIED AI<11fEH 12 \;E.A.ILS. 
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Object # 2, at the time of the passage of the C-124, is indicated 

on Fig. 3 and 6. Mr. Wilhelm states that the object was almost due north 

and had an elevation about equal to that of the "guardians of the pole," 

which would place it about 30° up. We visited the control tower several 

times, once at night with the sky clear, and had ample chance to check 

positions and comparisons with stars. Wilhelm has had much opportunity 

to observe stars from the control tower, and it appears inconceivable to 

me that a man with 13 years experience could have mistaken stars for these 

objects. Furthermore, Mr. Wilhelm examined the objects with binoculars and 

pointed out that though they resembled stars, their motion and their color 

changes were such as to rule out this possibility. At any rate, if one 

adopts the angles and altitudes of object # 2, one finds that it was about 

3! miles from the Filter Center and about 5 miles from the airport at an 

altitude of .about 10,000 1 • This is obtained as a mean of two figures: 5 

thousand and 15,000 feet. Mr. Wilhelm, it appears, consistantly estimaj;ed 

altitudes higher than Harry. 

Object# 3 is indicated on Fig. 4 and 6. Fig. 5 shows the relation 

of the Filter Center to the tower. The bearing of the Filter Center is 321° 

as computed from a surveyor's map of the city. As will be noted_, from the 

Filter Center, object # 3 was a little to the north of east, where as from 

the tower it was a little to the east of north. This plaqes it almost ex

actly 3 miles from both the Filter Center and the tower. Again, in altitudes, 

there is some discrepancy, but taking the mean of 3,000' and 8,000', we get 

something of the order of a mile high. 

Harry as well as Wilhelm stated that object # 2 was the highest in the 

sky, and # 3 and 4 considerably lower. Object # 4 appears to have been the 

farthest away, since, as Fig. 4 and 7 show, it had about the same bearing from 
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the tower as from the Filter Center. The angles must be regarded as in-

determinate, and as far as altitude is concerned it appeared higher from 

the tower than from the Filter Center. The altitude is indeterminate 

since we do not kn~" the distance. All observers said the objects could 

not truly be distinguished one from the other, One or more objects, then, 

were visible from 0542g until 0850g; that is, for approximately three hours. 

We interrogated not only Sgt. Harr,y but Mrs. Owens, Mr. Mandigo, 

Lt. Koontz, and Mrs. Dahl. While their stories did not agree exactly (and 
';f . . 
~s would have been suspicious if they had) there was general agreement as 

to color change, motions, and the fact that the objects actually had been 

there. 

One other behavior of the objects is worthy of mention, and it was 

pointed out repeatedly. At the time. of .the passing of the C-124, the object 

closest to it -- object # 4 -- appeared to blink in a sort of a signaling 

way. It was likened to the signaling of a ship's signal blinker but no~ as 

fast. It was most pronounced in # 4, but they said it was taken up by # 3 

and then # 2, as though a wave had passed from# 4 to # 2, 

ANALYSIS 

Origin: 

1. Stars: 

,r . 
; 

There is the possibility that object # 2 might have been 

Capella, although if the motion as drawn by Harry is to be trusted, 

this is ruled out. Likewise, in the triangulation from the airport 

and the Filter Center. Object # 2 appeared to ~he ~rn of the Filter 

Center and due North of the tower. The tower directions are to be 

trusted since the window faces directly North and object # 2 was seen 
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square out of the window. It is the opinion of this observer that 

unless all six observers are unable to distinguish a star from any-

thing else, the stellar explanation will not hold. Further, the 

angular positions appear to rule this out. 

2. Balloons: 

If these objects were balloons, they would have to be 

captive balloons because of their restricted motion and the fact that 

they did not rise. Extensive inquiries were made as to the possibility 

of arry experiments going on in that area at the time. The weather bureau 

was consulted, since in previous years there had been some cosmic ray ex-

periments by Dr. Pickard and Dr. Nehr. In both cases they had consulted 

the weather bureau for wind conditions. The weather bureau knew of no 

experiments at that time. The Dean of the Bismarck Junior College was 

consulted to see if he might have known of any experiments at the time. 

He took us to see the head of the North Dakota State Museum, and he also 

knew of nothing. We asked to check the hotel register of the best hotel 

in town, and found no names that might have had any connection with 

scientific experiments. We likewise checked the newspapers for that 

period, and although this incident was mentioned, nothing else bearing 

upon it was. The newspapers did mention that te~evision towers were 

being errected at approximately this location at the time. Accordingly, 

the engineer of the TV station was consulted and he stated that at no 

time were any experiments carried out relative to the construction of 

the · towers • 

3· Aircraft: 

\:) All observers are reasonably well experienced with aircraft, 

with of course Mr. Wilhelm being the "authority" among the observers • 
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Aircraft must definitely be ruled out. The only hope is that these 

were balloons, but in the absence of any evidence for experiments 

going on at the time, or of these lights behaving as balloons, this 

appears a desperation solution. 

All that can be said is that if the angles are correct, or even 

approximately so, since after all, one person saw the object to the north 

and the other observer saw it to the east, the phenomenlt\was a local one. 

The objects were not observed in the O.P.s around Bismarck though these had 

been alerted, and it was not reported in Mandan, which is just 5 miles west 

of Bismarck. They are reported to have a very active Observation Post. In 

Captain Ruppelt's original report, he stated that although he did not visit 

Bismarck, he felt that in as much as they had been alerted to watch out for 

something, they became excited and 11 saw lights." I cannot accept this in-

terpretation in the least since the observers interrogated were in my opinion 

a definite cut above the average person. The operation of the Filter Center 

seemed to be very efficient and it was apparent that they had recruited very 

good peDple for the work. Sgt. Harry in particular appears thoroughly re-

liable and accurate and is very much "on the ball." I would personally tend 

to discount the rapid up and down motion and the erratic motions because it 

is weli known that a point of light watched consistantly will appear to do 

very strange things. But for the changes of position, especially since the 

objects were around for nearly three hours, and the changes of color, appear 

to be substafutiated. However, even the color changes may be entirely sub-

jective, so that when one filters down the Bismarck evidence, one comes to 

the conclusion that some objects were observed there which were not stars nor 

aircraft and if they were balloons the.y were extremely strange ones whose 

presence was totally unexplained. It is most unfortunate that pictures were 

not taken of these objects, and it is the recommendation of this observer that 

J)()WNGRADED AT 3 Y~AR UNCLASSJFlEO 
DECLASSIFIED AF'TER 1r-l:N:.I~IIIimz==t:a:B=z&=:li'IZ:;c!:W 
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0 future communications from ATIC should stress emphatically that pictures be 

taken and instructions included for taking star trails for practice. 

The local nature of this phenomenon should be stressed. The 

ap~rence of the first object in the direction to be expected from the 

alert from Roller Skate may be regarded as coincidental. It seemes improbable 

though certainly not impossible that these were the same objects observed 

near Rapid City. 

We can conclude that there is no ready explanation for these objects. 

To call them aircraft, balloons, or stars becomes somewhat of a desperation 

move, though the balloon hypothesis would be the least objectionable • . The 

objects were star-like, changed a great deal in color, and were probably 

fairly local. With reference to the last point, if they were local they were 

not large, or at least the lights were not very bright because the lights 

apparently were not much brighter than a 1st magnitude star, and some obser-

vers stated that often the,y were considerably fainter. 

Until further explanation is forthcoming, this incident must be put 

down as one of the best examples of the nocturnal meandering lights which 

have been reported elsewhere in the literature. To do otherwise would be to 

doubt the first order objectivity of observers who stood up very well under 

considerable questioning. The ~angulations also bear out Sgt. Harry's 

visual estimates of the distances, __ even though such estimates must be sub-

jective. He stated the first object was 2 to 3 miles west of the Filter Cen-

ter and calculations show 2 miles. Object# 2, he felt was 6 to 8 miles 

away, and calculations show approximately 3 miles. 

D~pite the fact that the incident started in Rapid City and Black 

0 Hawk, the evidence there does not hold together in the manner of the Bismarck 
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evidence. The observers ~~~:'-::~re excitable and less matter of fact and 

certainly ha~ less scientific background then the observers in Hismarck, 

with one or two exceptions. 

o. 

Three kinds of evidence are present in the South Dakota sightings: 

visual from the ground, fro1Jl GOC; radar evidence,; and visual from the air. 

All visual sightings at Rapid City and Black Hawk were quite low on the hor-

izon. This itself makes matters suspect. The initial incident which started 

the whole train of events was the sighting by Miss Killian at about 03053, of 

an object which appeared in the south-east, moved rapidly; to the SSE, changing 

color from red to green as it did so. It then hovered there for awhile, she 

said, and went back quite quickly and disappeared back of the hills. When 

asked to estimate the time it would have taken to cross the fingers of her 

out-stretched hand, she estimated about 5 seconds. This is quite in contra-

diction to the original statements. She was observing it from the front steps 

of a neighbor's cottage, and accordingly, Fig. 9 and 10 are shots taken from 

the exact position of the observation. Mrs. Daughenbach, who saw the object 

simultaneously, said at first 11it 1s nothing but the red tower light." (There 

is an FM tower with a red obstruction light barely visible from their porch.) 

This establishes at any rate the redness of the color. The changing to green 

might be subjective al~ough both were emphatic that it did this. Both women 

were asked quite independently to draw in the path of the object, and the 

paths more or less agree, as seen in Fig. 9 and 10. Since this was the in-

stigating incident, it ms interesting to speculate whether this was an air-

craft. Miss Killian, although an excitable and rather coc~ individual, and 

in some respects overbearing, is nevertheless rated as one of the best obser-

vers connected with the Filter Center. She is reputed to know planes in detail 
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only dimmly be heard in the distance. To the direct question as to 

whether this might have been an aircraft, she emphatically stated that 
c 

this was out of the question; that she knew ai~aft, periodl 

She alerted the Filter Center, and they immediately notified the 

ADC radar at Ellsworth AFB. The base is located about 10 miles directly 

east of Black Hawk and Black Hawk is about 7 miles NW of Rapid City. Three 

posts therefore formed a triangle and it is most unfortunate that at any 

given time objective observers were not present to give directions. No 

such observations exist, and the distances of these objects, if present at 

all, are indeterminate. 

Miss Killian next states that she saw an object directly overhead 

which moved very rapidly to the north. She was the only one who saw this, 

however, and it is possible, in my opinion, that this might have been a 

meteor. She states of course ~ she knows meteors 1 

At about that time she got into her car and went over to the Aldren 

farm, about 3/4 mile away. She went over after the object had disappeared to 

pay a neighborly call and tell them what she had seen. As she 'was talking to 

Mrs. Aldren it was the latt.er who sighted the second, or really the third 

object. It's position is indicated in Fig. ll. Note the closeness to the 

horizon. This object did not move, was starlike, and in my opinion could 

very well have been the star Capella. It remained in approximately the same 

position, they state, for over 2 hours. The Aldren boys and the elder Aldrens 

were inside, and would pay no attention to the talk of the women outside who 

said they saw some strange object. Jim Aldren told me that he felt the women 

were just seeing things. Finally, he came out and became convinced that some 

object was present. He is shown in Fig 11 pointing to the approximate position 
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locate objects. 

In the meantime, the original sighting oC the object shown in 

Fig. 9 and 10 had been reported to the radar center, and strangely 

enough, unknown blip_s appeared on the radar. Lt. Stockham was up on CAP 

at the time, having been up for some time, and Mr. Bennett, the radar 

operator, asked him to have a look around. For quite a while Stockham 

did not see it (Stockham was not present in Rapid City, but arrangements 

were made to interview him by phone from Great Falls, Mont • ) He stated 

essentially what he had in his original report: that he finally did 

notice the object which was bright ana star-like, that he observed it for 

only 20 to JO seconds, and that it had gone away from him extremely rapidly. 

Fig. ~ is the radar scope diagram dr~wn by .l:3ennett. Unfortunately 

the radar camera did not work. Bennett, who was quizzed in hospmtal be-

cause of a broken arm, stated emphatical~ that the blips had definitely 

been "painted", and that each successive blip designated on the chart was 

actually a successive one. That is, each swing of the antenna produced the 

next blip. He stated that he had the F-84 and the UFO in at the same time. 

Stockham had come down because of low fuel, and Needham had been 

sent up. Bennett stated he had Needham and the unknown on the scope until 

the object was out beyond 85 miles heading north. The radar, it is generally 

conceeded, was not malfunctioning, but some people at the post indicated that 

reflections, or "anomalous propagation, 11were not unknown. 

There is an interesting personality conflict in both Bennett and 

Needham. Bennett is rated as excitable, but pretty sure about what he sees. 

He stated, when asked why Needham had not continued pursuing the object, that 

Needham had become so excited that he was almost unintelligible on the radio 

lJNCLA.SSJFIED ~ 
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and that Bennett felt it would be best to bring him back to base before 

something drastic happened. 

Needham was interviewed for an hour and a half, and of all the 

people ~nterrogated he was the .moet di£ficult to pin down. On one hand 

he stated that the object had been below him, had risen, and had pulled 

aYiay from him with considerable sp~ed; and in the nex:\: breath he felt that 

he had seen a star. He stated tha.t Bennett was excitable, and that the 

radar gun sight in his plane which had locked on was probably malfunctioning • 
• ~.11¥\ 

He gave the ~ppeartklce to me of one who )t.s trying to back out of an un-

pleasant situation. He did not wish to commit himself on anything, and 

gave the impression that the less he heard of it in the future the better. 

This may be because he felt he had not acquitted himself adequately in 

pursuing the so-called object. At the time of the pursuit, however, it 

must be stated that he had had only 12 hours of night flying experience. 

He substantiated the point that on moon-less nights, it is impossible to 

have a horizon aloft and that any light that is seen generally appears to 

be in motion. Mr. Bennett had sent out three radio men from the radar 

room to take a visual look. The general opinion as to the compe~cy of 

these men varies. There seems to be enough eviden_ce that they are not 

particularly reliable, and although they stated in signed statements that 

the,y had seen objects moving around, it is impossible to evaluate the 

correct~ss of these statements. All three men have since been honorab~ 

discharged from the service and could not be located for questioning• 
~. 

ANALYSIS 

As · far as the Rapid City sightings are concerned, we have a train 

of circumstances which, if entirely coincidental, are remarkable indeed. 

DOWI!fGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTF.IH' Al.!oi,; 
DilCI..ASSI'IED AFTER 1! YEAI~S. 
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Even if we grant that the original sighting was an aircraft, which is 

stoutly denied by the observer, and that the 2nd object was a star, which 

is equally denied by the observers, it appears odd that of all the nights 

for the r adar to show strange blips would be on that night. The t es t imony 

of the pilots had best be omitted, since it can be taken positively or neg-

atively with equal ease. The alerting of the Bismarck Center at that 

critical time and their sighting the object(s) is also most coincidental 

and might well go down in the annals of improbabilit,r if the entire incidents 

were unrelated and the product of mistaken identification. 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Th the abseh&e of what might be called truly scientific data and 

in the absense of photographs or other tangible evidence, the facts as 

stated by about a score of observers separated by 220 miles, are open to 

two vtidely opposed interpretations. 

One is, that an aircraft was originally sighted, second, that the 

object observed at the zenith was a meteor, third, that the object in the 

north-east was a star, fourth, that quite coincidentally, the radar showed 

reilection blips, fifth, that the pilots were chasing stars, sixth, that an 

experiment of some sort was going on in Bismarck, evidence for which is 

entirely unobtainable from local sources, and that the experiment was in-
~ 

stigated at precisely the time that the otner set of strange coincidences 

220 miles away caused the Bismarck Center to be alert ed. 

This, I say, is an explanation, but one which appears to strain the 

concept of coincidence to its extremes. Even were the Bismarck incident 

alone it would be worthy of attention, but fitting as it does into the pattern 

of the total happenings of that night, it is rather PDenomonal. 
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The other interpretation, of course, is that unknovm aircraft, 

ydth the term very broadly defined, were active in the area. 

The lack of clinching data at a time like this is particularly 

deplorable. If, for instance, in the Bismarck area a simple Cessna had 

been available to make the trip of a few miles to see what the lights were, 

it would have settled a lot. However, as has been pointed out, perhaps the 

lights hovered in the Bis~rck area because they were not pursued, as where 

in the Rapid City area they showed extremely rapid motion on the radar be-

cause of pursuit. Further, the ground observers stated with utter con-

viction, that when the jets were up, the lights went out, and as soon as 

the jets were nut o:f the way the lights reappeared. f.be entire incident, 

in the opinion of this observer, has too much. of an Alice in Wonderland 

flavor for comfort. 

Oricrinal S i gne d by 
J . ALI_Er'l t-t YNt: K 
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